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An essential resource for your health?if we are what we eat,
let’s make every (delicious) bite count! This cookbook will no
doubt transform your kitchen, bringing new plant-based,
whole food ideas to the table and offering easy yet healthy
recipe solutions for everything from celebratory meals to
rushed weeknight dinners. Ashley Madden is a pharmacist
turned plant-based chef, certified holistic nutritional
consultant, and devoted health foodie. A diagnosis of multiple
sclerosis changed her whole life and approach to food,
eventually shaping a new food philosophy and inspiring this
book. The Plant-Based Cookbook is especially helpful for
those with dietary requirements or food allergies as all recipes
are vegan, dairy-free, gluten-free, and oil-free without
compromising on taste or relying on packaged and processed
ingredients. All-natural recipes include: One-pot creamy pasta
Vibrant nourish bowls Decadent no-bake cinnamon rolls A
show-stopping cheese ball Life-changing carrot cake And so
much more! Whether you consider yourself an amateur home
cook or a Michelin Star chef, this collection of recipes will
inspire you to turn whole foods into magical, mouthwatering
meals and give you confidence to prepare plants in creative
and health-supportive ways.
From sumptuous desserts, to food on the go, delicious dips,
raw treats and rainbow bowls of awesome veggies, Ella's
philosophy is all about embracing the natural foods that your
body loves and creating fresh, simple dishes which are easy to
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make and taste amazing. Featuring more than 100 new sugarfree, gluten-free and dairy-free recipes to excite your taste
buds, this collection will inspire you to eat for better health,
glowing skin and boundless energy. A reformed sugar monster
herself, Ella knows just how daunting the idea of changing
your diet can be. Her must-read blog, DELICIOUSLY ELLA,
which gets two million visitors a month from all over the
world, was inspired by her own health adventure and
everything she has learned by healing herself simply through
diet. It's truly amazing to see what you can do with these
simple ingredients and how you can so easily create a
deliciously healthy version of your favourite dishes. More than
anything, Ella wants to show that this way of eating is
absolutely not about deprivation and starvation, but instead is
about embracing a positive, healthy way of life.
100 all-new quick and easy plant-based recipes by bestselling
author Ella Mills, founder of Deliciously Ella. Ella's new
collection shows us that vegan cooking doesn't have to be
difficult or time-consuming. It's easy to embrace a plant-based
lifestyle with her fuss-free, simple recipes that cater for our
busy lives. Divided into 7 sections, the new book offers - for
the first time - recipes with an approximate cooking time,
showing you how to make simple meals that will satisfy your
taste buds and inspire you every day. Section 1 features
delicious breakfasts - from quick pancakes to fruity smoothies
and easy toast-toppers. Section 2, Lunches, Dips & Dressings,
offers an array of healthy plant-based options. The next two
Sections comprise 10-Minute- and 20-Minute Meals, where
Ella will prove that plant-based eating doesn't have to be
complicated or time-consuming. Choose from quick pasta
dishes, simple noodles, hearty veg-laden bowls and AsianPage 2/36
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inspired plates. Section 5 is Big Batch Cooking, to help you
get ahead and plan your week. The Sweet section includes lots
of portable bars, flapjacks and slices to satisfy your sweet
tooth. The last section, Weekend, features recipes that require
a bit time to make, but will impress and delight your friends
and family! The ethos of Deliciously Ella is to share abundant
recipes that put vegetables at the heart of our plates, that taste
good and are easy to make. Alongside this, Ella is keen to
embrace all aspects of wellbeing, prioritising self-care. In the
book she will share the important insights learned from her
chart-topping podcast, bringing a wider holistic dimension and
personal angle to this gorgeous, inspiring, healthy cookbook.
'She has become the biggest thing in healthy eating' - The
Times
Daughter of fashion icon C. Z. Guest and Winston Frederick
Churchill Guest, polo champion and heir to the Phipps steel
fortune, Cornelia Guest resisted eating animal products from
childhood because of her passion for “critters.” When her
mother became ill, her research compelled her to take the leap
to eat cruelty-free. In Cornelia Guest's Simple Pleasures, she
reveals the secrets of understated elegance she learned from
her parents and the family's extraordinary friends. Her favorite
simple recipes are so delicious, even the most fervent
carnivores do not miss the meat, and her tips on entertaining
take the stress out of any event. Her ulterior motive is to
inspire readers to have fun experimenting with healthy
alternatives and to change the way they think about food. She
shows readers how to incorporate affordable, cruelty-free
eating into their daily lives and how to serve that wholesome
food to friends. Organized by season, each section begins with
a luscious meal—a light spring lunch of chilled asparagus soup
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and quinoa salad, an alfresco summer dinner of veggie
carpaccio and stuffed squash blossoms, a fall breakfast buffet
of pecan waffles, faux buttermilk pancakes, and raspberry
muffins, and a cozy winter's dinner of shepherd's pie with a
chocolate tart for dessert. Each season contains recipes for
beverages, soups, salads, pasta, side dishes, main courses, and
an abundance of desserts that everyone will love. Special
sections feature recipes for grains, greens, and beans. Her
favorite chefs, doctors, a veterinarian, and other health experts
have contributed sidebars with tips, advice, and eye-opening
information. Dismissing fussy food and pretention, she
believes the key to entertaining well is simplicity. Cornelia
Guest's Simple Pleasures is filled with advice on how to set a
lively and original table, how to bring nature inside, even how
to stay calm in the face of entertaining disasters. She shows
how a little thought and effort makes it a snap to create a
relaxed, warm atmosphere and fabulous food free of animal
products that will not only please family and friends but will
also allow you to enjoy your own party. Richly illustrated with
photographs of personal memorabilia and of Templeton, her
legendary home, the book captures the feeling of a well-lived
life. Cheerful, colorful, and unpretentious, Simple Pleasures
will give readers all they need to know to cook in the most
nutritious way possible and to serve it up with great style.
Cornelia Guest's Simple Pleasures
The 5 Simple Fixes That Will Make You Healthy, Fit, and
Eternally Awesome
Irresistible Cookies, Cupcakes, and Desserts for Your SweetTooth Fix
Oh She Glows for Dinner
The Happy Pear: Recipes for Happiness
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Madhur Jaffrey's World Vegetarian
Quick and Easy Recipes for Gluten-Free Snacks, Packed
Lunches, and Simple Meals

100 all-new quick and easy plant-based recipes
by bestselling author Ella Mills, founder of
Deliciously Ella. Ella's new collection shows us
that vegan cooking doesn't have to be difficult or
time-consuming. It's easy to embrace a plantbased lifestyle with her fuss-free, simple recipes
that cater for our busy lives. Divided into 7
sections, the new book offers - for the first time recipes with an approximate cooking time,
showing you how to make simple meals that will
satisfy your taste buds and inspire you every
day. Section 1 features delicious breakfasts from quick pancakes to fruity smoothies and
easy toast-toppers. Section 2, Lunches, Dips &
Dressings, offers an array of healthy plant-based
options. The next two Sections comprise
10-Minute- and 20-Minute Meals, where Ella will
prove that plant-based eating doesn't have to be
complicated or time-consuming. Choose from
quick pasta dishes, simple noodles, hearty vegladen bowls and Asian-inspired plates. Section 5
is Big Batch Cooking, to help you get ahead and
plan your week. The Sweet section includes lots
of portable bars, flapjacks and slices to satisfy
your sweet tooth. The last section, Weekend,
features recipes that require a bit time to make,
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but will impress and delight your friends and
family! The ethos of Deliciously Ella is to share
abundant recipes that put fruit and vegetables at
the heart of our plates, that taste good and are
easy to make. Alongside this, Ella is keen to
embrace all aspects of well-being, prioritizing
self-care. In the book she will share the
important insights learned from her charttopping podcast, bringing a wider holistic
dimension and personal angle to this gorgeous,
inspiring, healthy cookbook. 'She has become
the biggest thing in healthy eating' - The Times
The much-anticipated new cookbook from
Deliciously Ella, the inspirational bestselling
food writer who has taken the cookery world by
storm. In the follow-up to her amazing charttopper Deliciously Ella Every Day, Ella makes it
easy to prepare delicious food for you, your
friends and family, whatever the occasion. No
more wondering whether certain dishes go
together, Ella makes life simple with her menus whether you are planning a laid-back brunch, a
last-minute lunch or a fancy supper, she has it
covered with hearty and filling recipes that
celebrate her natural eating philosophy. With
ideas and inspiration for every foodie occasion,
including cosy nights in for one, easy kitchen
suppers, flavoursome feasts, birthday parties,
picnics and mocktails and cocktails, this is the
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go-to book for anyone who wants to make
simpler, healthier food choices - that they can
enjoy with friends and family.
The main treatment approach for the millions of
women who suffer from polycystic ovary
syndrome (PCOS) is diet modification, yet there's
a dearth of real-world recipe guides to help these
women put such dietary rules into daily
practice--until now. Created by the registered
dietitian nutritionists from the PCOS Nutrition
Center, women who have PCOS themselves, this
cookbook provides a summary of science-based
know-how on what to eat (and what to avoid), as
well as easy and delicious whole food recipes, to
beat PCOS. These breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
snack recipes include a variety of slow whole
grains, lean proteins, healthy fats, and plenty of
fruits and vegetables proven to prevent disease,
boost fertility, lose weight, and optimize health.
Nutrition information is provided for each of
recipes so you can know exactly what's in each.
The PCOS Nutrition Center Cookbook includes a
bonus four-week meal plan along with weekly
shopping lists that help take the guesswork out
of meal planning. This cookbook will help you
rediscover the pleasure of making and eating
food that is both good and good for you.
Additional PCOS resources and information
about personalized PCOS nutrition coaching
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packages can be found on the PCOS Nutrition
Center website, www.PCOSnutrition.com
THE NEW BOOK BY BESTSELLING AUTHOR,
ELLA MILLS - FOUNDER OF DELICIOUSLY ELLA
Despite the increasing number of people moving
towards a plant-based diet, there are no clear,
evidence-based mainstream books to help
anyone looking to adopt this way of eating either for themselves, or for their family. It can be
overwhelming to switch to a plant-based diet,
and you may have no idea where to start.
Thankfully Ella Mills and her team at deliciously
ella have done all the research for you. This book
demystifies going plant-based, making it as
easy, clear and delicious as possible, and
features 100 new recipes to get you started on
your plant-based journey. How to Go PlantBased is not just filled with family-friendly
recipes, it's also a practical guide incorporating
Ella's own journey, alongside scientific research
and data, plus insights and information from
plant-based experts, including doctors and
nutritionists. Ella debunks the common myths
surrounding eating a plant-based diet, shares
her experiences of cooking for her family and
emphasises the importance of making a plantbased diet accessible to everyone - for health,
wellbeing, and the planet. The book features 100
plant-based recipes for the whole family to enjoy,
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with tips on adapting recipes for anyone weaning
their little ones. The recipes will also feature the
signature deliciously ella concepts we all know
and love: quick, easy recipes that use familiar
ingredients, recipes perfect for batch cooking,
freezable options, easy pastas and one-pots for
weeknight meals, and portable snacks and
treats. It also features the top 20 FAQs to eating
this way, as sourced from Ella's social media
following.
More Than 650 Meatless Recipes from Around
the World: A Cookbook
Keep It Vegan
Plant Over Processed
Wholesome, Indulgent Plant-Based Recipes
10-Minute Recipes, 20-minute recipes, Big Batch
Cooking
100+ Easy, Healthy, and Delicious Plant-Based,
Gluten-Free Recipes
The Fastest Selling Vegan Cookbook of All Time
From the founder of the wildly popular food
blog Deliciously Ella, 120 plant-based, dairyfree, and gluten-free recipes with gorgeous,
full-color photographs that capture the
amazing things we can do with natural
ingredients. In 2011, nineteen-year-old Ella
Woodward was diagnosed with a rare illness
that left her bed-ridden, in chronic pain,
and plagued by heart palpitations and
headaches. When conventional medicine failed
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her, Ella decided to change her diet. She
gave up meat, gluten, dairy, sugar, and
anything processed—and the effects were
immediate: her symptoms disappeared, her
energy returned, and she was able to go off
all her medication. A self-confessed sweet
tooth, Ella taught herself how to make
delicious, plant-based meals that delight the
palette and improve overall well-being.
Deliciously Ella is an essential, how-to
guide to clean, plant-based eating, taking
you through the best ingredients and methods
for preparing easy, exciting meals. This is
not a diet—it’s about creating a new mindset
that embraces fantastic food. From sweet
potato brownies to silky chocolate mousse and
roasted butternut squash risotto and homemade
fries and ketchup, Ella shares 100 brand-new
recipes and twenty classics in her signature,
elegant style. Packed with vivid photos and
simple, foolproof instructions, Deliciously
Ella provides a foundation for a pure,
unprocessed, unrefined diet, so you can look
and feel better while enjoying great food.
In this groundbreaking health and lifestyle
guide, Darin Olien—superfoods expert,
nutritionist, creator of Shakeology, and cohost of the Netflix docuseries Down to Earth
with Zac Efron—provides the key to
understanding and utilizing five life forces,
the sole factors that determine whether or
not we will be healthy, fit, and free of
illness. In Superlife, Darin Olien provides
us with an entirely new way of thinking about
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health and wellbeing by identifying what he
calls the life forces: Quality Nutrition,
Hydration, Detoxification, Oxygenation, and
Alkalization. Olien demonstrates in great
detail how to maintain these processes,
thereby allowing our bodies to do the rest.
He tells us how we can maintain healthy
weight, prevent even the most serious of
diseases, and feel great. He explains that
all of this is possible without any of the
restrictive or gimmicky diet plans that never
work in the long term. Olien has traveled the
world, exploring the health properties of
foods that have sustained indigenous cultures
for centuries. Putting his research into
practice, he has created a unique and proven
formula for maximizing our bodies’ potential.
He also includes a “How-to-eat” user’s guide
with a shopping list, advice on “what to
throw away,” a guide to creating a healthy,
balanced diet plan, and advice on how to use
supplements effectively. Written in Olien’s
engaging conversational style, Superlife is a
one-of-a-kind comprehensive look at dieting
and nutrition, a timeless and essential guide
to maintaining the human body and maximizing
its potential.
NATIONAL BESTELLER • 120+ simple, delicious
recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner to
help you manage autoimmune issues all
day—plus an all-new 10-day, 30-recipe reset
to identify your food triggers—from the New
York Times bestselling author of Fix It with
Food. During the first few months of 2020,
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Michael Symon religiously posted "Symon
Dinners" on Instagram every day to help his
fans keep pantry-inspired meals fun and
varied. The response was so great and his
followership so engaged that creating a
cookbook of simple weekday breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners became a priority for
him. In Fix It with Food: Every Meal Easy,
Michael combines simple dishes for busy
weekdays and meals that address autoimmune
triggers for a collection of 120+ healthsupportive recipes. The chapters are divided
by what trigger you're avoiding, including No
Meat, No Dairy, and No Flour. If you're not
sure what your food triggers are, the ten-day
reset will help you figure out which foods to
avoid. After the reset, Michael offers
guidance about how to reintegrate foods into
your routine. Through fan feedback, Michael
discovered that most people using his first
book didn't need four servings—most wanted
just enough for two meals, so in Every Meal
Easy, all of the main recipes yield two meals
or enough for one meal plus leftovers. And
since sometimes you have a crowd to cook for,
Michael offers helpful information regarding
how to double recipes when needed. Readers
will also find a list of his favorite 30 antiinflammatory friendly ingredients to keep in
stock all the time and a master ingredient
substitution list, so if you don't have kale
or black beans on hand, you can swap in
whatever you have in your fridge or pantry.
With Michael's encouraging voice and
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flexible recipes, Fix It with Food: Every
Meal Easy is a must-have for anyone who is
looking to feel better without compromising
eating well.
100 all-new plant-based recipes by
bestselling author Deliciously Ella.
"Deliciously magnificent!" --Kris Carr,
author of the NYT-bestselling Crazy Sexy Diet
Ella's latest book features the most popular,
tried-and-tested recipes from her supper
clubs, pop-ups, and deli to show how
delicious and abundant plant-based cooking
can be. These simple vegan recipes cover
everything from colorful salads to veggie
burgers, falafel, creamy dips and sides,
hearty one-pot curries and stews, speedy
breakfasts, weekend brunches, muffins, cakes,
and brownies. They're the recipes that Ella's
thousands of customers have been asking for
since the deli first launched in 2015, and
each recipe has a beautiful photograph to
show you how it should look. In addition to
the more than 100 brand-new plant-based
recipes, for the first time we are treated to
a personal insight into Ella's journey--how
she grew her blog, which she began writing to
help get herself well while suffering from
illness, into a wellness brand--and all that
she has learned along the way, as well as
what drives the Deliciously Ella philosophy
and her team's passion for creating delicious
healthy food. With diary excerpts that
document the incredible journey that
Deliciously Ella has taken and more than 100
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irresistible recipes for every day using
simple, nourishing ingredients, this stunning
book will be a must-have for fans and foodlovers alike, and it's also perfect for
anyone looking to experiment with vegan
cooking for the first time.
Healthy Seasonal Cooking and Easy
Entertaining
The PCOS Nutrition Center Cookbook
Deliciously Ella
Mostly Plants
Deliciously healthy home-cooking to share and
enjoy
Keto Life
Deliciously Ella Making Plant-Based Quick and
Easy

A NATIONAL BESTSELLER! Trust in nature.
Believe in balance. Eat the rainbow! Andrea
Hannemann, aka Earthy Andy, presents a guide to
plant-based eating that is simple, delicious, and fun.
INCLUDES A 30-DAY PLANT OVER PROCESSED
CHALLENGE Andrea Hannemann, known as Earthy
Andy to her more than one million Instagram
followers, believes that food is the fuel of life, and that
consuming a nourishing, plant-based diet is the
gateway to ultimate health. Andy’s mantra, “plant over
processed,” embodies the way she eats and feeds her
family of five in their home in Oahu, Hawaii. But it
wasn’t always this way. Andy was once addicted to
sugar and convenience foods and suffering from a
host of health issues that included IBS, Celiac disease,
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hypothyroidism, asthma, brain fog, and chronic
fatigue. Fed up with spending time and money on
specialists, supplements, and fad diets, she quit animal
products and processed foods cold turkey, and
embarked on a new way of eating that transformed
her health and her body. In Plant Over Processed,
Andy invites readers to join her on a “30-Day Plant
Over Processed Challenge” that will detox the body,
followed by a long-term plan for going plant-based
without giving up your favorite dishes. Packed with
gorgeous photography and mouth-watering
recipes—from smoothies and bliss bowls to plantbased comfort and decadent desserts—this lifechanging guide takes you to the North Shore of Hawaii
and back, showing you how easy it is to eat plantbased, wherever you are.
30 new recipes in a mini pocket book from bestselling
cookery author Deliciously Ella. The first of
Deliciously Ella's 'Bite-size Collection' - a new series
of small-format books - celebrating the delicious,
nutritious and super speedy smoothies and juices that
Ella loves! Featuring 30 all-new recipes for nourishing
smoothies and amazing juices bursting with simple,
plant-based ingredients full of flavour and goodness.
Easy, quick and perfect to fit into a busy lifestyle,
enjoy a Blueberry and Pear Breakfast Blend, an
energising Green Dream or a heavenly Minty Coconut
Shake, to add a natural Deliciously Ella kick to your
5-a-day!
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Think you know vegan cooking? Lengthy, complicated
recipe lists, expensive, hard-to-find ingredients,
flavourless food? Think again! Let Aine Carlin,
creator of popular vegan lifestyle blog Pea Soup Eats,
enlighten you with her delicious recipes and
straightforward tips. Keep it simple with easy-tofollow recipes, using a sensible number of ingredients
that can be found in your local supermarket. Keep it
tasty with chapters including Breakfast, Brunch &
More, Light Lunches & Simple Suppers, Something
Special, Sauces & Sides and Sweet Treats. Delight
your senses and tantalise your tastebuds with
Rosemary and Pear Stuffed French Toast, Santorini
Spaghetti or Sweet Potato Sushi. Keep it fun - Aine is
a truly creative cook who loves to whip up dishes that
burst with colour and flavour, such as her Zesty
Watermelon & Bulgar Wheat Salad. And don't be
fooled into thinking there's no room for treats - Fudgy
Brownies, anyone? But most of all, Keep it Vegan!
With this gorgeous selection of 100 simple, tasty and
fun recipes, newcomers and long-time vegans alike will
find plenty to keep them well-fed and inspired. The
vegan diet is great for your health, bank balance and
the environment, so what are you waiting for? Dive in
and discover these vegan delights.
Sometimes all you need is a little spark of inspiration
to change up your regular cooking routine. The Love
& Lemons Cookbook features more than one hundred
simple recipes that help you turn your farmers market
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finds into delicious meals. The beloved Love &
Lemons blog has attracted buzz from everyone from
bestselling author Heidi Swanson to Saveur Magazine,
who awarded the blog Best Cooking Blog of 2014.
Organized by ingredient, The Love & Lemons
Cookbook teaches readers how to make beautiful food
with what’s on hand, whether it’s a bunch of rainbowcolored heirloom carrots from the farmers market or a
four-pound cauliflower that just shows up in a CSA
box. The book also features resources to show readers
how to stock their pantry, gluten-free and vegan
options for many of the recipes, as well as ideas on
mixing and matching ingredients, so that readers
always have something new to try. Stunningly
designed and efficiently organized, The Love &
Lemons Cookbook is a resource that you will use again
and again.
Deliciously Ella How to Go Plant-Based
100 Simple Vegan Recipes to Make Every Day
Delicious
A How-To Guide to Going Vegan - for Everyone
100+ Healthy, Plant-Based Recipes to Share and
Enjoy with Friends and Family
Deliciously Ella Quick & Easy
Fresh Happy Tasty
75 Simple & Delicious Plant-Based Recipes for
Nourishing Your Body and Eating From the Earth
In this James Beard Award-winning cookbook,
Madhur Jaffrey draws on more than four decades of
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culinary adventures, travels, and experimentation to
create a diverse collection of more than 650
vegetarian recipes featuring dishes from five
continents. Madhur Jaffrey's World Vegetarian
exemplifies Madhur's unsurpassed ability to create
simple, flavorful homecooking that is well within the
reach of every cook. Extensive sections on beans,
vegetables, grains, and dairy explore the myriad
ways these staples are enjoyed worldwide. Madhur
balances appealing, uncomplicated dishes such as
sumptuous omelets and rich polentas with less
familiar ingredients such as green mangoes, pigeon
peas, and spelt. She demystifies the latter with clearcut explanations so that incorporating new
combinations and interesting flavors into everyday
cooking becomes second nature. She also offers
substantial sections on soups, salads, and drinks, as
well as sauces and other flavorings, to help round out
a meatless meal and add exciting new flavors to
even the most easily prepared dishes. Each section
opens with a detailed introduction, where Madhur
describes methods for preparation and storage, as
well as different cooking techniques and their cultural
origins. And a complete glossary of ingredients and
techniques clarifies some of the little-known elements
of the world's cuisines so that even the uninitiated
can bring the flavors of Asia, the Middle East, the
Caribbean, and more to their tables. Throughout this
extensive collection, Madhur includes personal
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anecdotes and historical contexts that bring her
recipes to life, whether she's remembering field of
leeks she saw in the mountains of northern Greece or
describing how corn-based dishes arrived in
Indonesia through colonial trade. Committed
vegetarians will rejoice at the wide variety of
meatless fare Madhur offers, and nonvegetarians will
enjoy experimenting with her global flavorings. This
highly readable resource promises to be a valuable
addition to any cook's library, helping everyone make
healthful ethnic foods a part of everyday cooking.
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and
treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction
cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes
for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of
healthier dessert options, including some vegan and
gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally
McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's
Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for
fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from
scratch. Sally's famous recipes include awardwinning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, NoBake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark
Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy
Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-andtrue sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads &
Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies &
Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes
Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow
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recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss!
Hungry for more? Learn to create even more
irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and
Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
In Fresh Happy Tasty, Diane von Furstenberg’s
personal chef, Jane Coxwell, shares 100 healthy,
delicious, and unpretentious recipes from her travels
around the world on the Eos yacht. Filled with
delicious, thoughtful favorites, Fresh Happy Tasty,
proves that simple, fresh ingredients are all you need
to prepare scrumptious, healthy meals. With
gorgeous full-color photographs, and a foreword by
Diane von Furstenberg, Fresh Happy Tasty is a
culinary road trip you can take right in your own
kitchen—and the perfect way to bring family and
friends together to share fabulous food and good
times.
The record-breaking bestselling cookbook of 2015
that's taken the healthy eating world by storm! From
sumptuous desserts, to food on the go, delicious
dips, raw treats and rainbow bowls of awesome
veggies, Ella's philosophy is all about embracing the
natural foods that your body loves and creating fresh,
simple dishes which are easy to make and taste
amazing. Featuring more than 100 new sugar-free,
gluten-free and dairy-free recipes to excite your taste
buds, this collection will inspire you to eat for better
health, glowing skin and boundless energy. A
reformed sugar monster herself, Ella knows just how
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daunting the idea of changing your diet can be. Her
must-read blog, DELICIOUSLY ELLA, which gets
two million visitors a month from all over the world,
was inspired by her own health adventure and
everything she has learned by healing herself simply
through diet. It's truly amazing to see what you can
do with these simple ingredients and how you can so
easily create a deliciously healthy version of your
favourite dishes. More than anything, Ella wants to
show that this way of eating is absolutely not about
deprivation and starvation, but instead is about
embracing a positive, healthy way of life.
Simple and Delicious Recipes for Anyone with
Autoimmune Issues and Inflammation : A Cookbook
Nourishing Plant-Based Meals to Keep You Glowing
An Apple-to-Zucchini Celebration of Impromptu
Cooking
Deliciously Ella Every Day
Deliciously Ella Awesome Ingredients Incredible
Food That You and Your Body Will Love
Bite-size Collection
Over 100 Healthy and Delicious Ketogenic Recipes
Packed with fun ideas to get the whole family involved with
cooking. - Daily Express Ella's Kitchen: The Easy Family
Cookbook is packed with more than 100 easy-to-make and
delicious family recipes that bring everyone together to share in
life's foody adventures. In chapters organized by mealtime, each
recipe has been carefully developed to ensure that it's perfectly
balanced and lip-smackingly tasty for little ones and grown-ups
alike. Find out which meals are best to adapt for weaning babies,
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know what to cook for a play-date crowd-pleaser (little friends will
go mad for Munchy Cheese and Leek Sausages); and see instantly
which dinners keep beautifully warm for when mum or dad gets
home ('Your Sunshine Carnival Curry is in the oven!'). Building on
the huge success of the previous three books in the series, this latest
addition to the Ella's Kitchen cookbook library is an absolute must
for busy families with hungry tummies to feed up and down the
family tree.
A new and vibrant vegan cookbook authorized by Instant Pot, from
the creator of the Rainbow Plant Life blog. With food and photos as
vivid, joyous, and wholesome as the title of her popular cooking
blog--Rainbow Plant Life--suggests, Nisha Vora shares nourishing
recipes with her loyal followers daily. Now, in her debut cookbook,
she makes healthy, delicious everyday cooking a snap with more
than 90 nutritious (and colorful!) recipes you can make easily with
the magic of an Instant Pot pressure cooker. With a comprehensive
primer to the machine and all its functions, you, too, can taste the
rainbow with a full repertoire of vegan dishes. Start the day with
Nisha's Homemade Coconut Yogurt or Breakfast Enchilada
Casserole, then move on to hearty mains like Miso Mushroom
Risotto, and even decadent desserts including Double Fudge
Chocolate Cake and Red Wine-Poached Pears. The Vegan Instant
Pot Cookbook will quickly become a go-to source of inspiration in
your kitchen.
Delicious plant-based, gluten-free recipes and lifestyle tips for
packed lunches, snacks, and simple meals that are easy and
accessible to everyone—from the author of the international
bestseller Deliciously Ella. It’s easy to be healthy until you get
hungry. Making healthy eating sustainable is about two things. One:
it’s got to be doable in the context of a time starved life. Two: it’s
got to be delicious. Ella Woodward’s newest cookbook Deliciously
Ella Every Day offers fantastically appealing and quick recipes for
breakfasts, packed lunches, snacks on the go, and stress-free meals.
The book is packed with more than 100 simple yet irresistible plantPage 22/36
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based, dairy-free, and gluten-free recipes. Be inspired by Ella’s
quick weekday dinners, amazingly colorful salads, and incredible
ideas for meals and snacks on the go. Favorites include the insanely
delicious roasted cinnamon and maple trail mix, a super-rich
chocolate ganache cake, a lovely roasted potato, hazelnut and
pomegranate salad with a maple dressing. The book includes a
section of big-batch cooking, recipes that can be made on the
weekend so you can pack satisfying lunches or prepare quick, easy
dinners during the week—a lovely cauliflower pizza or a stunning
mushroom risotto. Featuring the top ten rules for living the
Deliciously Ella way, tips for eating well without breaking the bank,
and shopping lists to help you get organized, this is the cookbook
you’ve been waiting for.
Originally published: London: Yellow Kite, an imprint of Hodder &
Stoughton, an Hachette UK Company, 2016.
Saucy, Spicy, Crunchy, Vegan
Healthy Recipes to Love, Share and Enjoy Together
SuperLife
100 Easy and Delicious Whole Food Recipes to Beat PCOS
The Great Vegan Bean Book
The Plant-Based Cookbook
A Definitive Guide For You and Your Family

Embrace the keto lifestyle with over 200
effective and delicious recipes designed to
improve your health. Unlike other diets,
ketogenics is all or nothing. You need to be
committed in order to convert your body from
a carb-burning to a fat-burning mechanism.
By building your meals and snacks around
“good fat” and high-protein foods you will not
only lose weight but improve your overall
health and mental focus. Eating in a very
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specific way, however, doesn’t mean you
can’t eat well. Sahil Makhija is a keto cooking
rock star, literally. But his band isn’t the star
of this show. With over 300,000 YouTube
subscribers, the people have spoken about
his yummy and accessible recipes. Inside
you’ll find: - Over 100 recipes, covering all
meals, snacks, and desserts from Almond
Flour Waffles to Buffalo Wings, Pulled Pork,
Indian Butter Chicken, and Berry Swirl
Cheesecake - A detailed explanation of
ketogenics - All original photography
Whether you’re new to this way of eating or
are in need of fresh recipes to keep up
ketosis, as well as keep your taste buds
happy, embrace Keto Life!
The No 1 bestsellers' new book - packed with
quick and easy veggie options, clever meatfree versions of popular favourites and
inspiring advice on how to be healthier!
'These lovely boys always create incredibly
tasty food' Jamie Oliver Though they have
written two No 1 bestselling vegetarian
cookbooks, David and Stephen Flynn, the
twins behind the Happy Pear cafés and food
business, know it can be challenging to juggle
everything and still feel inspired! And being
busy dads themselves they also know the
pressure of getting delicious healthy meals on
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the table every day. So Recipes for Happiness
is very close to their hearts. And it does what
it says on the cover: it is crammed with
recipes to make you happier - including a
huge section of economical easy dinners that
can be rustled up in 15 minutes (chickpea
tikka masala, thai golden curry, one-pot
creamy mushroom pasta); gorgeous hearty
dishes (goulash, Greek summer stew, an
ingenious one-pot lasagne that's cooked the
hob); a selection of plant-based alternatives
to family favourites (burgers, hotdogs,
nuggets, kebabs), and irresistible treats
(summer fruit bakewell tart, double choc
brownie cake). For nearly 15 years David and
Stephen's mantra has been Eat More Veg!.
They have seen fads come and go and they
know that what works - for themselves, their
families and the thousands of people who eat
the Happy Pear way. Cook from Recipes for
Happiness and you too will definitely be well
on the way to making your life healthier and
happier! 'The poster boys for a healthy way of
life!' Sunday Times 'A healthy eating
phenomenon' Mail on Sunday 'These twins
are on a roll' Time Out '[They] couldn't look
healthier or happier ... poster boys for
vegetarianism' The Times 'Crammed with
great recipes to make you healthier and
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happier' Take a Break 'The boys are helping
to make the world a healthier, happier place
... what's not to love?' Vegan Food and Living
'Enjoy these indulgent-but-healthy dishes
indoors or out - you won't even notice it's
raining' Vegan Living 'Substantial ... just
right for someone interested in exploring the
world of "plant-power"' The Vegetarian
'Inspired' Choice Magazine
2021 IACP Award Winner in the Health &
Nutrition Category Make any recipe vegan or
vegetarian to suit your preference Plantbased cooking means different things to
different people. We all come to plant-based
eating with different goals in mind. ATK's
diverse, modern guide offers foolproof
recipes for every occasion that you can tailor
to suit your own needs, choosing whether to
make any dish vegan or vegetarian. From
building a plant-centric plate to cooking with
plant-based meat and dairy, you'll find
everything you need here to create varied,
satisfying meals. The 500-plus recipes are
vegan but flexible. You can choose whether to
make the Rancheros with Avocado with tofu
or eggs, the Farro Salad with Cucumber,
Yogurt, and Mint with plant-based or dairy
yogurt, the Vegetable Fried Rice with
Broccoli and Shiitake Mushrooms with or
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without eggs, and the No-Bake CherryAlmond Crisp using coconut oil or butter.
ATK's plant-based eating strategy is easy,
budget-friendly, and inclusive--cuisines
around the world are rich with boldly
flavored, naturally vegan dishes. Drawing
inspiration from them, these recipes
showcase produce, beans and grains, and
vegan (and vegetarian) protein sources. The
Complete Plant-Based Cookbook is packed
with ingenious tips for cooking with plantforward ingredients and also showcases
ATK's practical techniques. Rethink how you
use vegetables (blend leeks into a silky pasta
sauce, use beets to transform a burger from
the "vegan option" into the best option);
discover how to boost umami flavor using
tomato paste, dried mushrooms, and miso;
and more. A thorough opening section delves
into the details of modern plant-based eating,
addressing shopping and storage strategies,
the plethora of plant-based meat and dairy
options, and how to meet nutritional needs.
In GET THE GLOW nutritional health coach
to the stars Madeleine Shaw shows you that
eating well can easily become a way of life,
resulting in the hottest, healthiest and
happiest you. Healthy eating shouldn't be
about fad diets, starvation or deprivation.
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Instead, Madeleine's philosophy is simple:
ditch the junk and eat foods that heal your
gut so you can shine from head to toe and
really get the glow. Lavishly illustrated with
sumptuous photography, GET THE GLOW is a
cookbook to be savoured. Madeleine shares
100 delicious, wheat- and sugar-free recipes
bursting with flavour and nutritional value
leaving you feeling full and nourished. Every
mouth-watering dish is easy to make,
contains ingredients that can be found in
your local supermarket and won't break the
budget. You'll lose weight, feel healthier and
will glow on the inside and out. Including a
six-week plan and advice on kitchen cupboard
essentials and eating out, Madeleine's downto-earth and practical guidance will help you
to embrace GET THE GLOW as a lifestyle for
good. This book will inspire you to fall back in
love with food, life, and yourself.
Ella's Kitchen: The Easy Family Cookbook
More Than 100 Delicious Plant-Based Dishes
Packed with the Kindest Protein in Town! Includes Soy-Free and Gluten-Free Recipes!
500 Inspired, Flexible Recipes for Eating Well
Without Meat
Chloe Flavor
10-Minute Recipes, 20-Minute Recipes, Big
Batch Cooking
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Deliciously Ella with Friends
Delicious and Easy Recipes That Will Nourish
You from the Inside Out
From the founder of the wildly popular
food blog "Deliciously Ella," 120 plantbased, dairy-free, and gluten-free recipes
with gorgeous, full-color photographs that
capture the amazing things we can do with
natural ingredients. In 2011, nineteenyear-old Ella Woodward was diagnosed with
a rare illness that left her bed-ridden,
in chronic pain, and plagued by heart
palpitations and headaches. When
conventional medicine failed her, Ella
decided to change her diet. She gave up
meat, gluten, dairy, sugar, and anything
processed--and the effects were immediate:
her symptoms disappeared, her energy
returned, and she was able to go off all
her medication. A self-confessed sweet
tooth, Ella taught herself how to make
delicious, plant-based meals that delight
the palette and improve overall wellbeing. "Deliciously Ella "is an essential,
how-to guide to clean, plant-based eating,
taking you through the best ingredients
and methods for preparing easy, exciting
meals. This is not a diet--it's about
creating a new mindset that embraces
fantastic food. From sweet potato brownies
to silky chocolate mousse and roasted
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butternut squash risotto and homemade
fries and ketchup, Ella shares 100 brandnew recipes and twenty classics in her
signature, elegant style. Packed with
vivid photos and simple, foolproof
instructions, "Deliciously Ella" provides
a foundation for a pure, unprocessed,
unrefined diet, so you can look and feel
better while enjoying great food.
‘Ireland’s answer to Deliciously Ella...
this girl is going to go far - and we’re
not going to go hungry’ – Stellar Magazine
The Little Green Spoon includes over 100
gorgeous and healthy everyday recipes that
don’t compromise on anything, least of all
taste! Indy Power aims to make mealtimes
as simple as possible, and has marked
every dish with vegan, paleo, gluten-free
and dairy-free symbols so that you can
easily identify the perfect food to suit
the way you choose to eat. Her recipes
will make you fall in love with healthy
food that’s easy, accessible and perfect
for sharing with family and friends.
Transforming how we view healthy food,
Indy has created a stunning collection of
nourishing dishes that taste just as
amazing as they will make you feel.
New York Times and USA Today Bestseller
"Eat food, not too much, mostly plants."
With these seven words, Michael
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Pollan—brother of Lori, Dana, and Tracy
Pollan, and son of Corky—started a
national conversation about how to eat for
optimal health. Over a decade later, the
idea of eating mostly plants has become
ubiquitous. But what does choosing "mostly
plants" look like in real life? For the
Pollans, it means eating more of the
things that nourish us, and less of the
things that don’t. It means cutting down
on the amount of animal protein we
consume, rather than eliminating it
completely, and focusing on vegetables as
the building blocks of our meals. This
approach to eating—also known as a
flexitarian lifestyle—allows for flavor
and pleasure as well as nutrition and
sustainability. In Mostly Plants, readers
will find inventive and unexpected ways to
focus on cooking with vegetables—dishes
such as Ratatouille Gratin with Chicken or
Vegetarian Sausage; Crispy Kale and Potato
Hash with Fried Eggs; Linguine with
Spinach and Golden Garlic Breadcrumbs; and
Roasted Tomato Soup with Gruyere Chickpea
"Croutons". Like any family, the Pollans
each have different needs and priorities:
two are vegetarian; several are cooking
for a crowd every night. In Mostly Plants,
readers will find recipes that satisfy all
of these dietary needs, and can also be
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made vegan. And the best part: many of
these dishes can be on the table in 35
minutes or less! With skillet-to-oven
recipes, sheet pan suppers, one pot meals
and more, this is real cooking for real
life: meals that are wholesome, flavorful,
and mostly plant based.
Features over one hundred vegan recipes
starring beans, from soups and spreads to
cakes and cookies, and provides
information on soaking and cooking times
as well as preparation methods.
Natural Feasts
Awesome ingredients, incredible food that
you and your body will love
Get The Glow
Vegan, Gluten-Free, Oil-Free Recipes for
Lifelong Health
The Complete Plant-Based Cookbook
101 Delicious Flexitarian Recipes from the
Pollan Family
The Love and Lemons Cookbook
100 all-new quick and easy plant-based recipes by
bestselling author and founder of Deliciously Ella. Ella's
new collection shows us that vegan cooking doesn't have
to be difficult or time-consuming. It's easy to embrace a
plant-based lifestyle with her fuss-free, simple recipes that
cater for our busy lives. Divided into 7 sections, the new
book offers recipes with an approximate cooking time,
showing you how to make simple meals that will satisfy
your taste buds and inspire you every day. Delicious
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breakfasts - from quick pancakes to fruity smoothies and
easy toast-toppers Lunches, Dips & Dressings - an array
of healthy plant-based options 10-Minute- and 20-Minute
Meals, plant-based eating doesn't have to be complicated
or time-consuming - quick pasta dishes, simple noodles,
hearty vegetable-laden bowls and Asian-inspired plates
Big Batch Cooking - to help you get ahead and plan your
week Sweets - portable bars, flapjacks and slices to
satisfy your sweet tooth Weekend - impress and delight
your friends and family The ethos of Deliciously Ella is to
share abundant recipes that put fruit and vegetables at the
heart of our plates, that taste good and are easy to make.
Alongside this, Ella is keen to embrace all aspects of wellbeing, prioritizing self-care. In the book she will share the
important insights learned from her chart-topping podcast,
bringing a wider holistic dimension and personal angle to
this gorgeous, inspiring, healthy cookbook.
At head of title on cover: Deliciously Ella.
The much-anticipated newest cookbook from Deliciously
Ella, the inspirational bestselling food writer who has taken
the cookery world by storm. In the follow-up to her
amazing chart-topper Deliciously Ella Every Day, Ella
makes it easy to prepare delicious food for you, your
friends and family, whatever the occasion. No more
wondering whether certain dishes go together, Ella makes
life simple with her menus - whether you are planning a
laid-back brunch, a last-minute lunch or a fancy supper,
she has it covered with hearty and filling recipes that
celebrate her natural eating philosophy. With ideas and
inspiration for every foodie occasion, including cosy nights
in for one, easy kitchen suppers, flavoursome feasts,
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birthday parties, picnics and mocktails and cocktails, this
is the go-to book for anyone who wants to make simpler,
healthier food choices - that they can enjoy with friends
and family.
Angela Liddon, author of the New York Times bestselling
Oh She Glows cookbooks, returns to offer readers
nourishing plant-based dinners bursting with layers of
flavor. For more than a decade, Angela Liddon has been
one of the biggest names in the healthy cooking
blogosphere. Famous for her flavorful, creative, and whole
foods approach to plant-based cooking, Angela's recipes
are beloved by all, whether you are vegan, plant-based
curious, or simply looking to add more energizing
ingredients to your meals without sacrificing an ounce of
satisfaction. Now, in her third, much-anticipated
cookbook, Oh She Glows for Dinner, Angela gives readers
her foolproof recipes, tips, and tricks for creating super
tasty, always nourishing dinners that will have the whole
family glowing from the inside out. In Oh She Glows for
Dinner, Angela shares her Glow Getters meal prep plans,
helpful make-ahead tips, and favorite seasonal and
holiday menus, as well as one-pot and on-the-glow meals
that will help streamline your busy week. Storage and
reheating instructions remove time-consuming guesswork,
and a handy new label index helps you look up dishes
based on allergies or food preferences such as glutenfree, freezer-friendly, one pot, nut-free, and more. Angela's
thorough, easy-to-follow recipes help you feel like she's
cooking with you in your kitchen. With irresistible, light
meals like Kitchen Sink Sheet Pan Buddha Bowl and
Mediterranean Smashed Chickpea Salad with Tzatziki
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Aioli and cozy, hearty meals like Portobello Boats with
Rosemary-Lentil Crumble and Italian One Pot Buttery
Tomato, White Beans, and Farro, dinner can be chock full
of flavor and nutritious at the same time. And don't forget
dessert: treats like O Canada! Spiced Maple Cream Torte
with Warm Apple Pie Compote and Brain Child CherryLemon Coconut Cream Pops make mealtimes (and snack
times) a little extra sweet while utilizing ingredients you
can feel good about. With its inspiring, yet practical
approach, Angela's latest collection of feel good recipes
will become a dog-eared staple in your kitchen for years to
come!
Deliciously Ella The Plant-Based Cookbook
Plant-based Deliciousness
Deliciously Ella: Smoothies & Juices
Deliciously Ella the Plant-Based Cookbook
Deliciously Ella How To Go Plant-Based
The Little Green Spoon
An Adventure in 100 Recipes

Today's corner stores and mainstream
restaurants offer vegan options that
weren't previously available-- but to
too many people "vegan" still means
"bland." Coscarelli introduces
exciting, plant-based recipes that are
fun, full of flavor, and make you feel
healthier. She debunks the myths with
recipes bold in taste, loud in color,
unabashedly unique, and easy to make.
The vegan recipes cover everything from
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colourful salads to veggie burgers and
falafel, creamy dips and sides, hearty
one-pot curries and stews, speedy
breakfasts, weekend brunches, muffins,
cakes and brownies
Fix It with Food: Every Meal Easy
The Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook
Sally's Baking Addiction
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